Abstract. This paper discusses the relevance of the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients of asymptotic power series for the study of Stokes phenomena. By way of illustration a connection problem is considered in the theory of linear difference equations.
Introduction. In this paper we extend and apply ideas of Malgrange [10] and Ramis [12] concerning the connection between Stokes phenomena, in a wider sense, and formal power series. We start with an illustrative example.
Let y be an analytic function on the Riemann surface of log z, with the following properties.
(i) y admits an asymptotic expansion of the form _,n__oYnZ as z-in the sector S: -7r/2 < arg z < 57r/2.
(ii) y(z) y(z e2=i) c e -z, c C*.
The second property implies that the asymptotic behavior of y changes abruptly as arg z becomes larger than 57r/2 or less than -7r/2. Such a change in asymptotic behavior will be called a Stokes phenomenon. Now consider the function h defined by 1 fo e -t dt, 0 < arg z < 2 h(z) t-z h is a Cauchy-Heine transform of e (cf. [12] ). By deformation of the path of integration it may be continued analytically to the Riemann surface of log z. With the aid of residue calculus we readily verify that (0.1) h(z)-h(z e2"rri) e -z. From (ii) and (0.1) we conclude that y(z e2i) ch(z e2"a'i) y(z) ch(z).
Thus it turns out that y ch is a single-valued analytic function, admitting an asymptotic expansion of the form n__o anZ as z , z S, where (0. 3) an Yn chn. (n-1)!"
Apparently, the constant c, which plays a central role in the Stokes phenomenon occurring in this example, is intimately related to the asymptotic behavior of the coefficients y,. It is this relationship that forms the subject of this paper. We shall consider the following situation. Suppose we are given a number of sectors S, v {1,..., N}, which cover a neighborhood of o and a corresponding number of functions y with the following propeies" y is analytic in S and represented asymptotically by a series of the form ,o f,z-" (independent of v) as z , z S, {1,..., N}. Moreover, assume that (0. 4) y+l(z)-y(z) c;;(z), z S S+1, v {1,..., N}, j=l where SN+I e2=is1, YN+I(Z) Yl( z e-=), c C, and the belong to a ceain class of analytic functions. We shall establish a relation between the complex numbers cf and the asymptotic behavior of , for n . In some applications this relation may be exploited to "compute" at least pan of the numbers c; from the coefficients , (cf. [9] and Remark 2 herein).
If the y represent (sectorial models of) a resurgent function, our results could be derived from the work of Ecalle (cf. [4] ). For the present purpose, however, this assumption is not needed and we shall establish the relation mentioned above in a more direct manner.
The argument is essentially the same as the one we used in [9] . It is based on the Propositions 1.1-1.3 herein. Proposition 1.1 concerns the propeies of Cauchy-Heine transforms of functions like the ; in (0.4). Proposition 1.2 enables us to construct, from the Cauchy-Heine transforms of the ;, analytic functions H with the same propeies as the y and only differing from they, by a convergent power series in 1/z. The coefficients of the asymptotic expansion H of the H are given by the expression H, =-2i =1=1 c j(t)t "-dt, yc S.
Under ceain conditions, like those mentioned in Proposition 1.3, the saddle-point method may be applied to the integral f ;(t)t "-at to obtain its asymptotic behavior for n-.Themainr esult is stated in Theorem 1.4.
In 2 this result is applied to a connection problem in the theory of homogeneous linear difference equations.
1. The general argument. Let C denote the Riemann surface of log z. Let zo C, a, fl e N, a < ft. By S(a, fl) we denote the sector S(,)={zeC" a <arg z<} and by S(zo, a, ) the set (1.1) S(zo, a, ) {z e C" a < arg (z-Zo) < Let S S(Zo, a, ), S'= S(zl, a', ') with a < a'</3' </3. We shall write S'(C)S whenever Z E S and S'c S(zo, a',/3').
Let / Y=o h,z-n be a formal power series in z -1, S a sector of the type (1.1), and h a function on S. We say that h is represented asymptotically by h as z oo in S, and write
if, for every S' (C) S and every N E N,
Any function q which is analytic in a sector S and represented asymptotically by zero (i.e., the series with coefficients equal to zero) as z-o in S, may be written as the difference of two determinations of its Cauchy-Heine transform. The following proposition, due to Ramis, is concerned with the asymptotic properties of this CauchyHeine transform. and this set contains a sector of the form S(, a,/3) for a suitable choice of .P art
(ii) follows immediately from Proposition 1.1(ii) by observing that Proof We shall closely follow the proof of Theorem 7 in [2] . Let n no. Due to (i), (ii) and the propeies of f we may replace y by y,. Let e >0. We begin by considering the integrand on the segment I, (e). We put 
(s,,n)(l+eO (1) 
For all i, j{1,..., m} and all {1,..., 6} we define an integer n and complex numbers cij and/x0 as follows" In order to check whether the conditions of Theorem 1.4 are satisfied, we will first study the properties of the function g" S -* C defined by g(z,n)=dzlogz+p,z=(n+p) logz, To conclude this section we shall apply the above results to the second-order difference equation c exp 2iz + (exp 2iy -exp 2i) exp 4iz, (.40 PI(z)
(1 exp 2i(z-a))(1-exp 2i(z-b)) (2.41) p(z) ( 
